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ABSTRACT 

 

The Broad Front for Peace, Democracy and Social Justice is a Colombian coalition party formed 

by an array of left-wing social and political movements. It is characterized by an agenda 

consisting of increased citizen participation and the promotion of the Colombian peace process. 

The fledgling party has announced its plans to partake in the local elections scheduled for late 

2015, with the intent of accruing support in advance of the upcoming presidential ballot. 

However, similar wide-ranging leftist political projects have traditionally struggled to 

consolidate themselves on the Colombian political scene. Thus, in order to achieve the 

comprehensive political and social changes it advocates, the Broad Front has to focus on long-

term persistence. This study proposes a theoretical framework measuring social movement-based 

parties’ potential for persistence. The framework consists of three variables. Firstly, parties 

concerned with persistence have to be able to offer a participative linkage that existing parties 

fail to provide. Secondly, they have to exercise this linkage by building bottom-up party 

structures and maintaining horizontal and democratic internal organization. Finally, they have to 

develop a leadership of an ideological/charismatic nature, favoring constituency representation 

over electoral competition. Simultaneous adoption of all three cascading variables is likely to 

improve the capacity of a new social movement-based party to persist long-term. According to 

the analysis, the coalition party satisfies all three conditions described by the variables in the 

framework for persistence. Therefore, the conclusion is that the Broad Front for Peace, 

Democracy and Social Justice has the potential to persist as a political project. 
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CHAPTER I 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 
 

The emergence of the Broad Front for Peace, Democracy and Social Justice, a coalition 

party formed between left-wing parties and civil society movements, could be a sign of changes 

to come in Colombian political life. Traditionally considered right-wing and neoliberal, 

Colombia is one of the last countries in Latin America not to join the so-called Pink Tide, a 

succession of left-leaning governments sweeping through the region in the 21st century. Forces 

left of the spectrum seek a coherent and united political alternative, reminiscent of broad leftist 

fronts in Argentina, Brazil or Uruguay. After years of marginalization, persecution and 

involvement in armed conflict, coupled with internal fragmentation and divisions, the left is 

faced with an opportunity to reinvent itself and leave the failures of the past behind. 

The political climate is favorable for new parties to break the conservative, center-right cycle. 

Inadequate governance, pervasive violence and one of the highest income inequality indicators in 

the world have undermined the quality of Colombian democracy for decades. Even though 

protest movements and dissent have a long tradition in Colombia, this time the rise of a new 

political agenda, of new groups and newly articulated issues, coincides crucially with a crisis, or 

at least a transformation, of modern party politics and of government itself. As trust in 

governmental institutions reaches abysmal levels, voting turnouts stagnate and popular 

movements mobilize from the bottom, there develops a political niche for the left sector to 

explore. The Broad Front positions itself to take over that open space by offering a new mode of 

politics, with a distinctive agenda of increased citizen participation. 

Formed ahead of the second round of presidential elections in June 2014, the wide-ranging leftist 

alliance first served as a platform of support for the incumbent President Juan Manuel Santos and 

his agenda of peace. The Broad Front has since then expanded and reverted to the opposition 

with an independent political program. By advocating inclusion, participation and just peace, it 

claims to represent the need for democratic reforms and changes to the way politics are practiced 

in Colombia. Less than a year after its inception, the party attracts a wide cross-sectional 
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membership and boasts with links to a considerable social base. The coalition has already 

announced its readiness to take part in the local elections scheduled for late October 2015, with 

the purpose of building support in advance of the presidential ballot three years later. 

However, the road to power is full of twists and turns for the fledgling party. Before turning into 

a meaningful actor on the Colombian political scene, it first has to focus its efforts on persisting. 

 High volatility rates mean that votes can be won fast and lost shortly thereafter (Shair-

Rosenfield, 2008). Newly formed parties often fall victim to this electoral carousel. Lessons from 

the past suggest that the Colombian left has to be aware of the risks of fluctuating popularity. 

This is best exemplified by the case of the M-19 Democratic Alliance (AD/M-19) party active in 

the first part of the 1990s decade. Similarly to the Broad Front, the then leftist coalition was 

poised to challenge the country's traditional two-party arrangement, but it recorded a sudden 

decline of support instead, and virtually disappeared by the end of the last century. In short, in 

spite of a positive start, the AD/M-19 failed the challenge of persistence, sinking into oblivion 

much sooner than initially expected. Can the Broad Front learn from the past? 

 

1.2 Objectives & Research Questions 
 
 

Literature on new parties revolves predominantly around inquiries into their ability to 

attract voters. However, if elections are regarded as key to the success of a party, then at all 

elections majority of parties will fail, simply by not winning enough seats or by collecting less 

votes than before (Rose & Mackie, 1983). Hence, this paper makes an argument that viability of 

a political project, especially at the initial stage of party development, is best estimated through 

its capacity for long-term persistence. 

Surprisingly, persistence has drawn relatively little interests from political scholars. Such finding 

is rather perplexing if we assume that the combination of both longevity and popularity 

determines parties’ ultimate success. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to contribute to the 

limited body of research on the topic by elaborating a theoretical framework explaining the 

factors behind new party persistence. In methodological terms, the strategy is to carry out a 

synthesis of the literature on new political parties in order to select the most relevant variables 

for the discussed case study. 
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The principle objective of the study is to analyze the Broad Front for Peace, Democracy and 

Social Justice through its potential for long-term persistence. In more practical terms, the 

investigation strives to explain if, and in what ways, the coalition party satisfies the framework 

for persistence. 

In other words, this research endeavors to find answers to the following questions: 

 

• Does the Broad Front for Peace, Democracy and Social Justice have the potential to 

persist long-term? 

• What are the factors determining the Broad Front’s likelihood of persisting? 

 

The analysis of the case study is based on qualitative data. The main collection technique used in 

the research is documentary analysis. The documents gathered include party programs, 

manifestos, press releases, newspaper articles and interviews therein, event programs, leaflets, 

etc. 
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1.3 Outline 

 

In order to answer the above questions, the study sets out by elaborating the framework 

for party persistence. Following a more general discussion on determinants of political success, 

the paper gives relevance to the choice of persistence as an important measure of viability of 

parties. Subsequently, more theoretical characteristics of the party type in question are laid out.  

In the next section, various factors at play in the emergence and survival of parties are discussed. 

At this point, the range is narrowed down to the three key variables forming the framework for 

persistence used throughout the paper. All three variables are later examined in more depth. 

Having concluded the theoretical chapter, a discussion on methodology and the tools used in the 

data collection and analysis is presented. This section highlights the importance of the chosen 

case studies. It is then completed by short consideration of possible methodological limitations. 

What follows is the analysis of the historical case study of the Democratic Alliance party with 

reference to the framework for peace. The purpose of this chapter is to draw the context for 

better understanding of the role of the Broad Front in contemporary Colombian politics. It also 

serves as litmus paper for the theoretical framework and point of reference for the following 

analysis of the Broad Front. 

Subsequently, the empirical case study is presented. In this section a detailed description of the 

Broad Front is composed. Based on the data collected, insights are made with regard to the 

party’s history, membership, structure, etc. On the back of this expository account, an analysis of 

the relevant features of the Broad Front is carried out in respect of the framework for persistence. 

The paper concludes with an attempt at answering of the research questions and a brief 

discussion on practical implications of the findings.  
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CHAPTER II 

 

THEORY 

 
 
2.1 Viability Beyond Votes 
 
 

As far as political parties are concerned, the measure of success are votes. Votes mean 

electoral gains that place candidates in offices, which in turn translates to power (Sartori, 1976; 

Pedersen, 1982; Downs, 1957). As straightforward as the equation may seem, it reveals only 

some truth about the nature of party politics. If elections are considered as central to the success 

of a party, then at any given election majority of parties will fail, by not winning office or by 

experiencing a popularity decline (Rose and Mackie, 1983). Whereas it has to be conceded that 

the ultimate goal of any political organization is a share in governance, its viability is defined in 

more ways than only through electoral victories. 

This is especially the case with new political parties. In a long-lived and consolidated party 

systems, new actors have to concentrate on one particular challenge from the onset: the survival 

imperative. The mere fact that a party emerges hardly guarantees that it will persist and become 

consolidated (Boudon, 2001; Spoon, 2011).  New parties have to negotiate many hurdles before 

they can take aim at winning a seat in parliament, let alone a share of governmental power. In 

fact, in most party systems, only a handful of newcomers make it to parliament, while the 

majority fall along the wayside (Lucardie, 2000) 

Most studies on new parties focus on measuring their capacity to attract electoral support and, as 

a consequence, their likeliness to enter national parliaments and governments (e.g. van der Brug 

and Fennema 2005; Harmel & Robertson 1985; Hug 2001; Rochon 1985). Logical as it may be, 

this approach explains little about parties’ ability to survive; simply because good results in 

elections don’t always secure continuance (Pedersen, 1982). The tension between success 

understood as an instant electoral return and as long-term persistence is a common dilemma in 

studying new parties. The trade-off between an introverted concern with what happens within the 

party, and an extroverted concern with competition within the larger political environment – 

which fittingly mirrors the above-mentioned choice – is the bread and butter for a new party 
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leadership (Rose & Mackie, 1988). As organizational actors, new parties face a barrage of 

conflicting internal and external demands, and it will be the ability to reconcile the two that will 

determine their fate as political entities (Greening & Gray, 1994). It is rather surprising, 

therefore, to see such limited scope of research devoted to new party persistence. Studies 

focusing on organizational sustainability and its relationship to party’s overall political viability 

are few and far between. Without more profound insights into the survival tactics at party’s early 

development, it becomes ever harder to understand what the recipe for success is, and, 

conversely, where failure lurks. 

This paper makes an argument that viability of a new political project is best estimated through 

its capacity for persistence. It is especially true at the initial stage of party development. There is 

a number of reasons behind such a direction. 

 

*** 

 

First of all, in order for a new party to arrive at the stage where it can compete in national 

elections, it has to, simply put, survive. That is to say, it has accommodate for the initial period 

of organizational vulnerability. In purely theoretical terms, persistence precedes electoral 

competitiveness, as parties can’t navigate through trials of elections relying on weak 

infrastructure.  

Secondly, persistence and sustainability are important since it is only through the medium and 

long-term presence of new parties at the national level that such parties have the potential to 

generate broader systemic change. It is to say that if the party assumes greater changes ahead, it 

should, from the very beginning, focus on building of a formula for persistence and longevity, 

even at the risk of falling behind other parties in first few elections (Bolleyer, 2013, Maisel, 

1978; Lucardie, 2000). 

Thirdly, it can be argued that in order to secure institutional stability, new parties – having in 

mind that their appeal ad novum can be transient – should allocate necessary resources into 

seeking support in more comprehensive, structural sense. The so-called “newness” can indeed be 

an important favoring factor for emerging parties (Sikk, 2012). However, the window of 

opportunity is short and after the initial appeal evaporates, volatile share of the electorate could 

turn away from the still developing party. Thus, if the party is to make it through times of crisis 
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and dips in electoral popularity, firm internal support groups will have to hold it together. The 

challenge to nurture a core group of adherents is more of a priority for parties intrinsically 

interested in sustainability, as opposed to populist parties looking for votes by all means 

necessary. (Lawson & Merkl, 1988; Heinisch, 2003) 

 

2.2 Framework for Party Persistence 

 

This inevitably leads us to the questions – how do we estimate party’s capacity for 

persistence? What factors increase party’s potential to evolve into a resilient and viable political 

organization? As established above, the investigation is particularly interested in what is intrinsic 

to the party; what lays within its own capacities. Therefore, out of the matrix of variables 

mentioned by literature as the most influential in the survival of new parties, the following paper 

focuses more on those dependent on the agency, rather than structure.  

Among the variables set to play role in new party persistence, the relatively scarce body of 

research on the topic names: leadership, organizational structure, ideology, electoral strategy, the 

behavior of existing parties, lingering economic crises, the availability of models to imitate, and 

global events (Boudon, 2001, Maisel, 1978, Diamond, 2001; Harmel & Robertson, 1985). In the 

context of the following inquiry, the two most meaningful categories here are leadership and 

organizational structure, both factors with the most direct hold on party’s internal sustainability. 

This particular selection underscores the assumption to look towards party’s own infrastructure 

as the source of knowledge about its chances for persistence. Furthermore, as it will hopefully 

become apparent further in this chapter, the two chosen variables converge, and, when analyzed 

next to one another, offer findings with more immediate practical application. 

 

*** 

 

Party emergence and party survival are typically two separate fields of interests for 

political scholars. While the former strives to answer why and how new parties come about, the 

latter goes beyond the formative stage to look at strategic decisions and circumstances behind 

success or failure of an already functioning political organism. In this sense, new party entry into 

political competition ‒ which can be understood on par with new party emergence ‒ and party 
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sustainability (i.e. sustained presence in national elections) are not necessarily driven by the 

same set of factors. However, the following study makes a claim that the two are indeed closely 

interrelated, and should both be considered in order to acquire a more telling view on how new 

political parties fare in a given context.  

For instance, the reasons for party formation are likely to determine the character thereof, 

including that of its leadership and its organizational structure. Additionally, without favorable 

political conjuncture, the potential political party loses its raison d’etre, which – regardless of the 

quality of its leadership and structure – will most likely make it impossible for the party to truly 

make a breakthrough in the political arena. In such case, it is hard to talk about success; neither 

in terms of immediate electoral gains, nor long-term persistence. This proves that in order to 

endeavor to answer where party’s capacity to persist comes from, one must not only take into 

account the agency but also, to some extent, the structure. Even an actor-oriented approach 

cannot do without some kind of structural or environmental variable: that is to say actors do not 

determine their own fate completely, no matter how hard they try (Lucardie, 2000; Hofmeister & 

Grabow, 2011). 

In other words, just looking at the internal activity of a new party carries its own limitations, and 

any potential framework should at least intend to introduce one or more environmental variables 

at play. To return to the list of factors influencing the survival of new parties, this paper assumes 

that the most important such external variable is the behavior of existing parties. The third party 

perspective can be considered as worthy of attention both in party emergence and party 

persistence. Although the definition may seem rather broad, when put in context of social 

movement-based political party, this category will gain on significance.  

The decision to take a “step back” and have a closer look at the motives behind party emergence 

is further justified when under the magnifying glass is a party that is yet to become a success or a 

failure. Factors determining either one of the potential outcomes lay on the continuum between 

party formation and party entry, which is to say at the stage described as “party origin”. Party’s 

origin is an important indicative moment and it has a number of long-term implications, since it 

tends to shape the character and orientations of founding leaders, which, in turn, influence how 

“strongly the tension between ensuring effective leadership and the formation of a lasting party 

infrastructure – inherent in the institutionalization process – will affect a party’s evolution” 

(Bolleyer, p.23). In other words, the early stages of party’s development are worthwhile of an 
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analysis because it is at this juncture already that certain predictions about the party trajectory 

can be made.  

All in all, the following discussion will aim at constructing of a theoretical framework explaining 

how new parties improve their chances of persisting; where persistence is interpreted as platform 

for future electoral success. It will be argued that by analyzing the circumstances of party’s 

emergence, i.e. its interaction with the existing political environment, as well as its leadership 

and structural organization at early stages, it is possible to make certain predictions towards the 

party’s potential to sustain itself and, consequentially, to persevere in the broader political 

landscape. 

 

2.3 Defining Party Type 

 

Before moving on to theoretical discussion of each of the three variables chosen in the 

section above, it is important to clarify the particular type of new political parties the study 

shows interest in. It is a necessary step, as parties of different ideological motivation and 

character rely on different factors in order to survive, and thrive in dissimilar circumstances. 

Although, the framework this paper looks to establish aspires to universal relevance, the chosen 

case study requires more precise definition of party types involved. A brief exploration of main 

characteristics of the party type in question will subsequently act as basic introduction to the case 

study and its features. 

The available large body of research on new party politics often fails to capture the intricacies of 

political reality today, which can in turn implicitly undermine some of the long-lived theoretical 

principles discussed in past studies on the topic. The end result is that the literature analyzing 

party types and partisan behavior patterns, some of which have acquired the status of ‘classics’ 

and have been used by scholars for decades (e.g. Duverger, 1954; Kirchheimer, 1966; Neumann, 

1956), is often exposed when confronted with strictly contemporary phenomena. One such 

example is the fixation of some of the traditional party theorists on the role of electoral 

competition and their perception of it “as the final and decisive determinant of party structure 

and strategies” (Kistchelt, 1989, p.42). The recent wave of social-movements based parties led 

many scholars to debunk this view. Furthermore, majority of the existing models of political 

parties do not adequately render the full scale of variation in party types found across the world 
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today, and various typologies of parties, based on a wide variety of definitional criteria, have not 

been of much help for contemporary theory building (Gunther & Diamond, 2003).  

Among the variety of modern-day parties mentioned by Gunther and Diamond are those 

developed on the basis of social movements. Following a trend started by the left-libertarian and 

Green parties in Western Europe in the 1980s, when first civil society members entered the 

political arena (Kitschelt, 1989; Muller-Rommel, 1989; Poguntke, 1992), Latin America saw the 

advent of grassroots activism in politics at the beginning of the 21st century. Consequentially, 

the concept of deepening democracy through injection of greater social content into mainstream 

politics, provided a rationale for the “construction of new alliances between parties of the Left 

that were in search of social subjects and popular organizations that needed institutional 

representation in formal policymaking arenas” (Roberts, 1998, p.3). As a result, parties based on 

social consensus and backed by grassroots organizing efforts, such as the Workers Party (PT) in 

Brazil, the Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) in Mexico, the United Left coalition in 

Peru, the Broad Front in Uruguay etc., have grown in importance all over the continent, while 

some of them even seized and successfully occupied positions of power (Ignazi, 1996; Pugh, 

2008; Travits, 2007). 

In theory similar in nature, social movements based parties can in fact largely differ in their 

make-up and internal organization. The most illustrative aspect here is the relationship between 

the core social institution(s) and the party it allies itself with (not without importance in the case 

study analysis). Roberts (1998) constructs a typology of the interactions between parties and 

social movements. His first model, “vanguard model”, has a disciplined, hierarchical, top-down 

structure, in which the party exercises control over the social movements (typically unions, 

students, and peasant organizations). In the “electoralist model,” leftist party leaders seek to 

mobilize unorganized sectors of society during election campaigns, but do not seek to build a 

permanent civil society–based movement. In Roberts’s third model, the organic model, 

”distinctions between the party and its constituent social organizations are deliberately blurred; 

indeed, the party may appear to be more of a movement than an apparatus for electoral 

contestation, as it is directly engaged in social struggle outside the sphere of institutional politics, 

and party members and leaders are drawn directly from social movements rather than from the 

ranks of a separate, professional political caste.” (p.75) 
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2.4 Linkage Variable 

 

Social movement theorists have identified a set of variables that create conditions for 

social movement formation and mobilization (Van Cott, 2005). The leading approach, referred to 

as the political opportunity structure (POS), highlights the constraints on and incentives for 

collective action that the political system, and the state at large, present to social movements, 

with the intent to delineate the timing and/or the outcome of social movement mobilization 

(Foweraker, 1995; McAdam, 1996). Among the variables used by this approach are: changes in 

the state and its institutions that may open access to politics; the availability of elite allies; splits 

within and fragmentation of the elite in power, political realignment, as well as the influence of 

international actors and forces; and the state’s use of repression (Van Cott, 2005; Tarrow, 1994).  

As we can see, one factor influencing the emergence of political parties from social movements, 

and one variable determining new party’s persistence do seem to overlap. Although not explicitly 

pronounced as such among the variables listed under the POS approach, splits within and 

fragmentation of the elite in power, along with political realignment, can be tentatively 

interpreted as “behavior of existing parties”. This paper proposes to expand this category, so that 

is describes the overall weakness of existing parties, and the party system as a whole. It is 

reasonable to assume that if existing parties are to have a positive influence on new party 

emergence and new party longevity, they are going to do so in consequence of their own 

limitations.  

It isn’t a particularly novel approach. Old party crisis is a phenomenon widely discussed by 

political scholars in the past decades (Scarrow, 2000; Seawright, 2012). The spread of new 

values and issues in advanced industrialized societies and the growth of political distrust towards 

the old elites, or cartel parties, have been identified as important factors underlying new parties’ 

success (e.g. Mair 1997; Hug 2001; Dalton 2003; Krouwel & Bosch 2004). The threat of the 

“new” is particularly acute for the traditional establishment parties confronted with a decline in 

voter turnout and swelling competition on the political market. It is ultimately their 

unresponsiveness that facilitates the appeal behind the arrival and in many cases also long-term 

persistence of new parties (Kitschelt 1989; 1994; Spoon, 2009). In the past few decades, the 

cartel proved to be an ineffective means of controlling the partisan arena, as new “anti-party 

parties” willing to do away with old-style partisanship and substitute it with “well-wishers not 
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stained by dirty politics” (Schedler, 1996) gained public confidence. A solution was found 

through bringing the society into politics. As described by Yishai (2001) instead of the party 

bringing the people back to it, “a new type of party emerged, post-cartel, which penetrated the 

people.” (p.671)  

 

*** 

 

A post-cartel party, which can be equated to what has already been described here as 

social movement-based party, emphasizes its divergence from the cartel model in that it displays 

zealous orientation towards civil society (Yishai, 2001; Foweraker, 1995). Importantly, 

orientation in this regard implies the establishment of close-knit co-operation through party-

affiliated social groups, and of organizational links with existing associations. This near 

symbiotic relationship between a party and its social base expressed through movements, brings 

us back to Roberts’ organic model recounted above.  

How can new, alternative parties take advantage of an unresponsive political system, then? In 

this part of the theoretical analysis it is crucial to introduce the concept of linkage, discussed 

extensively, though with various modifications, by political science researchers in the past. The 

most basic and most widely used definition of linkage is the one coined by V.O. Key (1964). For 

Key, linkage means simply "the set of interconnections between mass opinion and public 

decision." (p.34) Most other scholars seem to agree with him, using the term to focus their 

readers' attention on such intermediaries between citizen and state as groups, parties, opinion 

polls, and elections (Lawson, 1988). Therefore, we speak of political parties as carriers of 

linkage ― the liaisons between the grand politics and the people. The political party is the one 

agency that has the right to claim to have as its very rationale the creation and maintenance of an 

entire linkage chain, a chain of connections which runs all the way from the voters through the 

candidates and the electoral process to the official position of power inside the government 

(Kitschelt, 1994; Scarrow, 2000).   

This chain of linkage can take on one of four possible forms, or a combination of two or more 

such forms. Which of the four a party adopts is dependent on which of the other functions of 

government its leadership prioritizes: participation, policy responsiveness, resource allocation, 
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and/or control (coercive or educative) of behavior (Lawson, 1988). The four forms of linkage 

are: participatory linkage, electoral linkage, clientelistic linkage and directive linkage.  

In participatory linkage political parties serve as agencies through which citizens can themselves 

participate in governance processes. They achieve this by “shaping the party's program, choosing 

its candidates (or even becoming candidates themselves), and, most importantly, by holding 

elected representatives responsible to the party program” (Lawson, p.16). Such parties tend to 

have strong grassroots support and are usually organized through internally democratic, 

egalitarian procedures. Such form of linkage is characteristic to social movement-based parties, 

especially of the “organic” nature described by Roberts. 

 

*** 

 

In contrast to participatory linkage, in electoral linkage party leaders control the 

representatives and determine their views, while rank and file party activists/grassroots get 

activated for elections-related objectives only. The latter are, respectively, boss-ruled and 

nonexistent in clientelistic linkage, whereas the party acts as a “votes for favors” exchange 

outlet. Finally, directive linkage is typically found in authoritarian regimes, where party is used 

by the government to exercise control over the behavior of citizens. Here, at all administrative 

levels, from grassroots to national office, the party is an agent of education, or of coercion, or of 

both (Lawson, 1988). The electoral and clientelistic linkage come to mind when thinking of 

faltering cartelized political system of old. 

Since parties claim to offer linkage to the state, it is tempting to see the decline in support for 

traditional parties and the emergence of alternative organizations in politics as a result of major 

party incapacity, and alternative organization success, in providing a particular kind of linkage. 

Roberts (2002) explains that, indeed, the crisis of the old parties, prevalent in Latin America in 

the past decades, is a result of degeneration of two types relationships between society and 

parties; relationships he refers to as “encapsulating linkage” and “programmatic linkage”. 

Encapsulating linkages are derived from organic relations with organized groups and 

opportunities for participation beyond voting (Roberts, 2002, p.16). Programmatic linkages on 

the other hand are derived from consistent ideologies and policy commitments (Van Cott, p.228). 

Both these linkages can be semantically tied with Lawson’s participatory linkage, as both reflect 
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the same sentiment for a “deepened”, “extended” and “democratized” democracy (Roberts, 1998 

p.3). This sentiment is very much in-sync with the main postulates of a post-cartel, or social 

movement-based party, which revolve around what has been termed “politics of presence”, based 

on the demand “for the political inclusion of groups that have come to see themselves as 

marginalized or silenced or excluded” (Phillips, 1995, p.5). For Van Cott, the new ethnic 

movements, which accessed the Latin American political arena around the turn of the last 

century, owe their popularity and appeal to the provision of that alternative linkage ― the 

linkage which has degenerated or never been present in the continent’s democratic history. The 

ethnic parties she examines in her study, “offer a healthy model of party-voter linkage because 

they are more effectively connected to civil society through organic ties to social movements and 

the associative networks in which they operate” (p.228). Such parties, of which the ethnic ones 

are but a kind, employ first and foremost a logic of constituency representation, distancing 

themselves from the logic of party competition (Kitschelt, 1989). This extensive participatory 

linkage and interest intermediation between the state and civil society exist in modern 

democracies, says Kitschelt, and they may alter “whatever organizational form and strategy a 

logic of electoral competition would expect parties to adopt.” (p.5) This would suggest that the 

new breed of post-cartel parties moves past the traditional meaning of success measured in votes, 

and votes only, and embarks on a larger mission of, to put it in a simple manner, “bringing the 

society back in.” (Yishai, 2001) 

 

*** 

 

Not to digress, it is by now assumed that new parties increase their chance of emergence 

if they can exploit the existing parties’ failure to offer an acceptable form of linkage. In more 

practical terms, new social movement-based parties arise when existing parties lose their 

connection with society, and the electorate grows frustrated with the lack of participatory 

channels and democratic inclusion (Duque Daza, 2014). The alternative organization must then 

prove that they are capable of providing a linkage hitherto lacking in the political system (in this 

case – participation linkage) (Lawson, 1980). The structural variable in our framework is now 

defined as “linkage”, but so far it has mostly been discussed with reference to party emergence. 

What about the linkage theory’s influence on party persistence? 
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Although in his study Lawson found no connection between the provision of previously missing 

linkage and new party endurance, it can be argued that such indirect relation indeed exists. 

According to Lawson, and more famously Kirchheimer (1966), the linkage argument is bound to 

lose on its relevance given the established parties “probable readiness to provide at least some of 

the policies and practices sought by [new] groups if that is what it takes to stay in power.” (p.31) 

However, assuming such rationality of existing parties can be fallacious in certain circumstances.  

If the issues advocated by the emerging parties are too radical, or inherently in ideological 

conflict with the traditional parties’ agenda, the latter are unlikely to embrace as their own the 

linkage advocated by new alternative parties. Indeed, scholars such as Hug (2001) or Lawson 

and Merkl (1988) seem to agree that not all major parties adapt their programs to integrate the 

new demands or address neglected issues voiced by the newcomers. According to Hug, 

“established parties rarely know how much damage they might suffer should they fail to 

integrate a particular demand into their political program” (p.41). As a consequence, aspiring 

political parties can (and, in fact, have to) escape potential co-optive behavior from their 

immediate, and less similar, opponents. By such means, through their consistent use of the new 

linkage discourse, post-cartel parties retain their edge over the traditionally stronger competitors 

(Spoon, 2009). It is perhaps more visible in Latin America, where social-democratic parties, 

typically more likely to dominate social movements (vide the case of the Green parties in 

Western Europe), have been virtually non-existent. Van Cott further explains that pushing for the 

participatory mode of linkage is in fact “more likely to ensure stability in voter’s loyalty, which 

should promote lower electoral volatility” (p.229). In other words, holding on to linkage 

endorsement will defend the new party’s niche, which is needed to stabilize its initial support. 

To summarize the argument, the promotion of particular type of linkage previously missing from 

the party system increases the chance of party emergence. If the linkage is consistently adopted 

by the new party, and consistently rejected by the established party, it is likely to improve the 

former’s chances of preserving its social support and, in turn, contribute to its long-term 

persistence. 

Moreover, as it will become clear in due time, it is in new parties’ own interest to pursue the 

participatory linkage, both in terms of leadership and internal organization. The two agency-

dependent factors reflect, in more practical sense, the commitment of the developing party to the 

linkage change, further reinforcing its appeal via stark contrast with the cartel political system.  
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2.5 Internal Organization Variable 

 

According to Lipset and Rokkan (1967), political parties perform “expressive” and 

“instrumental” functions. The former is also referred to as representative, while the latter relates 

to party’s participation in governing. The two scholars argue that all parties should perform 

expressive functions (which are, in fact, the aforementioned linkage), while only major parties or 

minor parties that form a coalition perform instrumental functions. Therefore, if a political party 

strives to fulfill its expressive role, it is obliged to provide an organizational structure capable of 

representing its constituents throughout all of the decision-making processes. In other words, 

newly emerged political parties should make democratization of its internal structure one of their 

top-priority goals (Harmel & Janda, 1994). If that is the case, it is preferred to go about party 

construction and party development from the bottom up, rather than from the top down (Boudon, 

2001).  

Following Panebianco’s (1988) line of argument, bottom-up development is conceivable only 

when driven by existing local groupings determined to build a national party. This implies that 

bottom-up formations are, what Bolleyer (2013) calls, “rooted newcomers”. Thus, in an ideal 

scenario, a new party aspiring to its representative function should form on an already organized 

social group or force (Rochon, 1985; Boudon, 2001). The leadership of such a party is then 

bound to insist on administering of structural channels that give constituent units a say in the 

newly formed party. Hence, whereas bottom-up formations may result in hierarchical party 

organizations, reflecting elites’ ideological persuasions, “party hierarchies are likely to be more 

‘controlled’ or ‘counterbalanced’ when originating from such a configuration, than from 

entrepreneurial top-down formations” (Bolleyer, 2013, p.35). The nature of such groups 

additionally implies that party construction is a result of deliberations and negotiation process. 

Such decisively democratic character of decision-making and potential conflict resolution can 

positively influence the harmony within the party (Hoffmeister & Grabow, 2011, p.52).  

Although Bolleyer takes into account the likelihood of frictions that come about between the 

variety of actors insistent to see their interests realized in the bottom-up process of party building 

(Burchell, 2001; Poguntke, 2002), he concedes that the potential for conflict is as plausible in the 

top-down scenario. It is particularly true as the latter method may lead to tensions between the 
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founders’ immediate individual interests and the broader interest of the party in the medium and 

long term. These tensions can eventually lead to “detrimental choices in terms of a party’s long-

term development, particularly when individual founders fully control the formation process.” 

(Bolleyer, p.40) In bottom-up parties the risk of individual mistakes is reduced by collective 

decision-making. 

Additionally, factionalism of the bottom-up organization can be turned into a positive driving 

force in the party development and durability. In her study of the Uruguayan Broad Front center-

left party coalition, Jennifer Pribble (2014) mentions that the fractionalized aspect of the party 

structure “further strengthens the tendency within the party to promote participation because it 

generates intra-organizational competition”, before adding that the “internal competition, in turn, 

presents political elites with incentives to build strong ties with base organizations so as to 

institutionalize each fraction’s power.” (p.129) Indeed, the long-standing and successful Frente 

Amplio of Uruguay boasts with constituency-coordinating structure, with semi-institutionalized 

systems for deliberation and co-operation between base organizations and the party leadership. 

Pribble suggests that “the party promotes participation and the relationship between elites and 

voters is not limited to electoral contests, but is maintained in non-election years as well.” 

(p.128) 

 

*** 

 

Socially rooted parties are generally more likely to be oriented towards representing 

particular interests in the longer term, without changing their allegiances for immediate electoral 

purposes (Goldstone, 2003). Such ideological adherence is likely to bear fruits in the form of 

heightened loyalty of the core electorate. Furthermore, parties with close ties to social groups are 

more interested in and — due to the resources they can access thanks to their societal roots — 

more able to build an institutionalized infrastructure. This makes them more capable of outliving 

periods of decline (Bolleyer, 2013).  

The term “institutionalization” in reference to a political party consists of rootedness in society, 

stability of patterns of party competition, party legitimacy and the organizational development of 

the party (Mainwaring, 1998). Rose and Mackie (1988) agree, when claiming that “founding a 

party upon an organized social group offers greater chance of institutionalization than attempting 
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to create a party without a social base” (p.537) In general the discussed social base is found at 

the grassroots level. By starting at the local level, a new party creates foundation of support upon 

which it can then begin to grow more vigorously, or at very least, rely on for long-term 

persistence. Literature on developing parties in so-called new democracies confirms that external 

group support can aid still fluctuating party organizations to stabilize a support base (Randall and 

Svåsand 2002; van Cott 2005). 

Bottom-up, locally centered mode of party development leads to a decentralized, federative party 

organization. Eliassen and Svåsand (1975) explain that party’s organizational development – the 

organization’s construction – is due to territorial penetration, to territorial diffusion, or to a 

combination of these two. Territorial penetration corresponds to the top down structure, as it 

occurs when the “center” controls, stimulates, or directs the development of the “periphery”, i.e. 

the constitution of local and intermediate party associations. Territorial diffusion on the other 

hand suggest a more organic party-building, and it occurs when development results from 

spontaneous germination: local elites construct party associations which are only later integrated 

into a national organization. A party developed through diffusion will become a federation of 

different local groups, and it will quite likely consist of decentralized and semi-autonomous 

structures. Provided that it continues to develop in unity, the outreach of such developing party is 

far more comprehensive in the scale of the country. The new party builds up from the bottom, 

creating loyal groups of followers by fostering more direct relationships with the potential 

electorate. A developed regional base could constitute a political capital of massive importance 

before engaging in more challenging national elections (Lucardie, 2000; Greening & Gray, 

1994).  

 

*** 

 

In that sense, it is recommended that the lower organizational levels have as much 

autonomy as possible and that individual party members (or supporters) have a maximum of 

participatory opportunities at all organizational levels and, later, in the parliamentary activities of 

the party (Poguntke, 1994, p. 4). The organizational implementation of these principles is, again, 

associated with horizontal structures and formalized direct democratic decision making 

processes, as well as rules of democratic control, which thus foster the creation of a new linkage.  
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Additionally, relying on voluntary grassroots organizational efforts, the party acquires what 

Bolleyer (2013) describes as the first ‘natural pre-selection mechanism’. This means that a party 

gains capacity “to identify and weed out opportunists” from its ranks. What’s more, in bottom-up 

formations, the representatives of the groups involved in party building tend not to be 

particularly interested in trailing leading positions in the new party themselves.  

The commitment to party’s broader cause tramps individualistic sentiments of a career pursuit. In 

other words, in rooted bottom-up party structures, the decision-makers are more environmentally 

constrained than in top-down formations. It is so because in hierarchically rigid organizations 

negotiation is less integral for the formation process. In bottom-up formations on the other hand, 

organizational solutions are generally more likely to be “compromises balancing various distinct 

interests, than when being dictated by an individual leader in a top-down fashion.” (Bolleyer, 

p.44) 

To reiterate, activists within a social movement-based party have no interest in an organization 

entirely submitted to a particular individual, since a topmost leader might refuse to meet 

important organizational demands. Thus, even in the event where party militants have a 

completely instrumental position towards the newly formed organization, it lays within their very 

interest to form a party organization capable of existing independently of its current leadership 

(Janda 1980; Muller-Rommel, 1989). This mechanism makes a new party less vulnerable to the 

shortcomings of a particular leader-s, which further contributes to its durability. 

Finally, the ability to recruit members already accustomed to functioning in other organizations 

is advantageous, “since they are likely to know the necessity to follow certain procedures to keep 

an organization going and to possess basic managerial skills, which support the routinization of a 

newly formed party.” (Bolleyer, 2013, p.45) In case of social movement-based parties, this 

know-how is seamlessly injected into the new party through seasoned activists, who offer not 

only ideological loyalty, but also the experience of carrying an organization through temporary 

crises. 

So far the following paper established a logical two-ringed chain of outcomes contributing to 

new party persistence. It has been said that, in order to improve its potential for long-term 

sustainability, a social movement-based party has to offer a linkage previously missing from the 

political system, expressed in its bottom-up, horizontal and participation-oriented internal 

structure. However, of equal importance for the shape and future directions of a new party is its 
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leadership. After all, it is at the leadership level where the decisions upon the other two variables 

discussed above are made. 

 

2.6 Leadership Variable 

 

In theory on political parties, party leadership is one of the most frequently studied 

aspects. Leaders play a pivotal role in success or failure of political organizations, and so 

exercise a substantial impact on the broader political system and society in which we live (Bass, 

1990). Whereas great part of the research on the topic focus on personalistic leadership, in 

analyzing modern political parties it is preferable not to confine the deliberation to its individual 

dimension. Instead, we speak of leadership in more abstract terms, which may encompass a 

single leader, a ruling elite, party founders or simply any authority responsible for decision-

making in an organization. 

According to Penebianco (1988) for example, party leadership can be alternatively described by 

the “dominant coalition” category. A dominant coalition is composed of those organizational 

actors “who control the most vital zones of uncertainty (e.g. professional knowledge, 

environmental relations, communications, rules financing, and recruitment).” (p.38). The control 

over these resources, in its turn, makes the dominant coalition the principal distribution center of 

organizational incentives within the party.” (p.38) This definition is especially important when 

bridging the three variables used by the following framework together. If an emerging alternative 

party is to distinguish itself from existing parties by offering the missing linkage, it is this party’s 

leadership that will be in charge of the entire chain of actions. It is particularly visible in the 

early stages, when leaders spell out the “ideological aims of the future party, select the 

organization’s social base, its ‘hunting ground’ and shape the organization on the basis of these 

aims and this social base – taking into account, of course, available resources, different socio-

economic and political conditions in different parts of the country, etc.” (Panebianco, p.53) 

Having direct influence on the party organization, the leadership determines the party’s identity, 

and ‒ in the long run ‒ its capacity to persist. 

Although traditional theories of excellent leadership have focused mostly on charismatic or 

transformational leaders (Conger & Kanungo, 1998; Shamir, House, & Arthur, 1993), the more 
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recent literature suggests the existence of three notable forms of leadership: charismatics, 

ideologues and pragmatics.  

As elaborated on by Bedell-Avers, et al. (2009) charismatic leaders are defined by their 

orientation towards future-oriented time-frame – a direction that most often reveals itself in their 

use of an emotionally evocative, future-oriented vision. In fact, “charismatics appear to use their 

vision to provide a sense of shared experience and shared future as they appeal to the masses” 

(p.300). Similar in various ways (e.g. in the use of vision-based leadership), ideologues exploit 

given circumstances using a distinct cognitive framework. The main disparity is that ideological 

leader’s vision is centered or founded on the past rather than the future. To be more precise, 

ideological leaders use an emotionally powerful discourse, and certain tradition-oriented visions 

that put an emphasis on a shared collective past, along with the values and standards essential in 

building of a just society (Mumford, 2006). Fittingly, the ideological leader’s priority is the 

development of a base nucleus of followers ready to make significant commitments to the cause. 

In reality, such leader’s vision is usually “framed in terms of a mission that emphasizes the 

importance of shared values and is particularly dependent on groups that share and reinforce the 

vision he articulates.” (Bedell-Avers, et al., 2008, p.300) Finally, pragmatic leadership places a 

premium on results and performance, rather than a wholesome vision, and its appeal is directed 

towards followers' functional needs. Pragmatics are utilitarian “go-getters” and problem solvers, 

who focus on matters at hand (Mumford, 2006). Although the three types are separated by 

substantial differences, it is possible for leaders to carry traces of two of the forms at the same 

time. 

 

*** 

 

As concluded in the previous chapter, a new social-movement based party relies on 

participation of idealistic activists transferred directly from hitherto non-political mode of 

organizations. The community of believers, as they are dubbed by Panebianco, is “by definition 

devoted to the official goals and vehemently protests when the party betrays the official goals, 

jeopardizing the collective identity.” (p.27) Hence, a leader of such party must safeguard the 

constituents identity with frequent references to the broader ideological objectives and by 

adopting heterodox strategies and alliances with special prudence (if at all). If, as concluded in 
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previous chapters, continued loyalty of the members and core constituents is one of the keys in 

staying afloat for a new party, then the leadership will, above all, be poised to reinforce their 

allegiance.  

In other words, the leadership in a new social movement-based party is inevitably closer to that 

of ideological and/or charismatic variety, as opposed to pragmatic. To put it more emphatically, 

if the new party is to persist, the leadership has to give assurances of its commitment to 

ideological consistency, which at the same time implies an altogether rejection of political 

pragmatism (and possibly all its benefits). This will become clear when presented in the context 

of case studies discussed below. 

In their analysis, Rose and Mackie (1988) support the point by claiming that in order to 

maximize the party’s potential to persist, its leadership must be introverted; it has to respond to 

“pressures within as a necessary condition of maintaining the internal cohesion necessary for 

survival, [which] requires instrumental activity relevant to the organization (e.g., raising money, 

organizing meetings, recruiting and nominating candidates) and also expressive activity (e.g., 

affirming symbols and values that unite supporters).” (p.540) Additionally, the two scholars 

pinpoint the importance of programmatic deliberations, which by nature are more of a priority 

for the leadership with ideological and charismatic agenda. Apart from outlining a more or less 

concrete course of political action, the program affirms the party's dedication to specific values 

and principles. It is especially important when, as recognized in the case of interest to the study, 

“winning an election is not the sole end of party activity; within the organization it may be 

viewed as a means to the end of enacting a program that satisfies the members' [...] symbolic 

concerns.” (Rose & Mackie, p.540) 

 

*** 

 

It is critical to remember that the purpose here is not to completely discard pragmatism as 

a characteristic of a good leader. On the contrary, it might be argued that in order to pursue 

electoral popularity, party leaders must eventually incorporate more shrewd and functional 

approaches. However, in the context of the framework mapped out throughout the paper, it 

appears that the leadership of a newly founded social movement-based party is better off 

working towards persistence by employing features of an ideological and/or charismatic leader. 
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In simple terms, such orientation is considerably more in tune with the other two variables 

described above. 

Of essence to understanding of the argument are the findings made by Herbert Kitschelt (1989) 

in his treatise on new parties in Central Europe. In short, the author assumes, very much along 

the lines of this paper’s hypothesis, that to persist, a new party requires a leadership which allots 

most of its time and energy to meticulous party building. Whereas it is fair to say that pragmatic 

leaders follow the logic of electoral competition, the ideologues prefer the logic of constituency 

representation. Therefore, ideologues ‒ a term adopted by the scholar himself ‒ are naturally 

more of party builders (both in terms of identity and structure) than astute electoral competitors. 

According to Kitschelt, ideologues are interested in a comprehensive social change and they 

“emphasize the party’s pursuit of collective goods and see little value in the provision of 

selective goods.” (p.49) Myopic electoral gains, too, can be interpreted as the source of, such 

“selective goods”, especially if they are followed by popularity decline or disappearance. The 

comprehensive social change on the other hand can only be achieved through long-term 

presence, which leaders of ideologue variety are perfectly aware of. Hence, party organization is 

the source of their principal concern. As visionaries, they perceive the organizational norms in 

their own party as “a laboratory to explore new forms of social solidarity and decision making.” 

(Kitschelt, 1989, p.50)  

This particular attention paid to the organizational matters, and how they catalyze the most 

efficient mode of constituency participation, fits the overall framework presented all through the 

chapter. To put it succinctly, leaders who focus on nurturing of a compelling vision (new 

linkage) and common identity of their party (inclusion), and who at the same time put both 

notions into practice in the way they organize the party (bottom-up, participation-oriented) and 

devise the decision-making processes (expressive) can be an important contributing factor to 

party persistence. 
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2.7 Summary 

 

To conclude the multifarious theoretical exposition it is now crucial to recapitulate the 

framework developed in this chapter. Political parties are more than just electoral vehicles. Their 

viability should not be assessed solely by their ability to attract votes and compete in elections. 

Especially on early stages of their development, parties should focus on survival and persistence, 

as only by meeting these conditions will they be able to have a lasting impact on the political 

landscape of their country. This is especially true for the new breed of political parties stemming 

from social movements. Such organizations bank their popularity on sheer contrast with existing 

parties. Spurred out of desire to foster comprehensive social change, they capitalize on 

traditional parties’ crisis to uphold their essential expressive role. Therefore, if persistence is 

their goal they have to be able to offer a new, participative form of linkage between society and 

the state. Subsequently, social movement-based parties have to translate this conceptual 

aspiration into reality. They do so by building the party structure from the bottom-up, as to 

integrate its social base in the governing processes. Maintaining of such horizontal and 

democratic internal organization will allow them to perpetuate the linkage and preserve the 

loyalty of their core constituents. The commitment in providing the linkage is best safeguarded 

by a leadership of ideological/charismatic nature, interested in constituency representation more 

than electoral competition. According to this framework, simultaneous adoption of all three 

cascading variables should improve the capacity of new social movement-based party to persist 

in longer term.  
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CHAPTER III 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Rationale 

 

Having expanded on the theoretical approach employed in the research, it is the turn to 

explain the methodology used for obtaining and analyzing data. Since the methodological tools 

applied in the data collection process must correspond with the nature of the subject of the study, 

it is, first, crucial to give the rationale behind the particular choice of cases. 

Colombia is undoubtedly an intriguing context for studying of left-wing parties. As a result of a 

mix of various historical factors, the left has been virtually absent from the country’s political 

landscape. Considering major changes in governance in majority of surrounding countries, 

Colombia’s consistent dismissal of the entire half of the political spectrum inevitably provokes 

questions. This is also why any attempts to break the adverse cycle by left-wing political parties 

in Colombia deserve special attention. 

However, the case study that is the subject of the research is not merely a Colombian 

phenomenon. New forms of politics has grown in importance globally in the past decades. The 

ascent of social movement-based parties has often been perceived as a remedy to dated aspects 

of democracy. Latin America was one of the focal points of the trend, and yet, Colombia, at least 

on the national scale, was hardly a witness to change. 

It is beyond the interest of this research to seek the reasons for the historical weakness of 

democratic left-wing politics in Colombia. Instead, the direction of the investigation has to do 

with the presumption that, even in Colombia, the left is inevitably capable of meeting its 

opportunities to establish a meaningful political project. In short, the research focuses 

predominantly on the future, rather than the past; on agency rather than structure.  

The Broad Front for Peace, Democracy and Justice is the latest expression of the leftist pursuit of 

its share of political influence in Colombia. Although fledgling and very much “under 

construction”, the front constitutes a daring attempt to redefine the left in Colombia through 

adoption of modern trends of participative democracy. In that sense, and at this stage, its future 

depends to a large extent on itself. 
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As such, the Broad Front suits the ambition of the study to bring into focus the challenges ahead 

of the Colombian left, rather than limitations of its past. In the understanding of this paper, this 

orientation holds far more answers about modern left-wing political parties and their role in 

transforming democracy. 

 

3.2 Approach 

 

Nevertheless, the future is impossible to interpret without the past. Indeed, this study 

utilizes a historical perspective in order to make projections about future scenarios. The variables 

in the framework for persistence elaborated in the theoretical chapter are all products of various 

studies of cases in the past. As a matter of fact, the supporting case study of the AD/M-19 party 

serves not only as the source of contextual insights, but, more importantly, as a precedent of a 

left-wing party in Colombian history. As it will soon become more obvious, it was the both the 

literature and the historical case study that motivated the particular choice of factors in the 

framework. Apart from their practical utility, the direct purpose was to facilitate drawing of 

analogies between past and present. 

Therefore, the study design opts for a methodological model where the reason for juxtaposing 

case studies is to persuade the reader that a given explicitly delineated framework can repeatedly 

demonstrate its fruitfulness when applied to a series of relevant trajectories (Skocpol & Somers, 

p. 176).  In simple terms, the paper sets out to analyze two parties emerging from the same 

context, but separated by a considerable time gap. Through the use of a universal framework, it 

endeavors to detect potential similarities and differences between cases, as well as to establish 

the degree of uniqueness of the case central to the investigation. The literature-based framework 

is therefore a deductively inferred hypothesis, which is then tested on the two case studies. The 

result of this test contributes to the process of projecting possible future courses of action. 

It is important to bear in mind that the framework has been tailored with the purpose of 

explaining the case of a social movement-based parties, so it universality can be questioned. 

However, it is believed that the findings acquired with the use of the framework can hold useful 

insights for different cases, elsewhere. 
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3.3 Data Collection 

 

As the intention of the research is to produce knowledge on the basis of case studies 

analysis, it can be categorized as an exclusively qualitative research. Thus it can be said that 

primary questions informing the investigation have to do with the “why” and the “how”; in this 

case – why and how political parties, more specifically left-wing Colombian parties, persist.  

The data collections process began during a field study in Colombia between October 2014 and 

February 2015. However, new data has been gathered continuously until now. The main 

collection technique has been documentary analysis. Like other analytical tools in qualitative 

research, document analysis requires that data be examined and interpreted in order to elicit 

meaning, gain understanding, and develop empirical knowledge (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; 

Rapley, 2007). Indeed, documentary analysis is the main method utilized by historians to obtain 

data about their subjects, but it can also be a useful tool for contemporary social scientists. 

(McDowell, 2013) 

The documents category encompasses all items written or produced on paper, such as books or 

newspaper articles; Government policy records; leaflets and minutes of meetings, manuals; 

background papers; diaries and journals; event programs (i.e., printed outlines); letters and 

memoranda; maps and charts; press releases; program proposals, application forms, and 

summaries; organizational or institutional reports; survey data; and various public records 

(Bowen, 2009, p.27-28) 

The logic behind the decision to apply this technique in studying the Broad Front was that 

documents tend to reveal a great deal about the people or organization that produced them, as 

well as the social context in which they emerged. Thus, it was important to gather only factual 

data, available through official channels and made public knowledge by the party. In that sense, 

the assessment of various characteristics of the organization was made on existing, concrete 

programmatic declarations. In majority of cases, avoided were mere rhetoric, hypothetical plans 

and speculations (which e.g. would inevitably appear in interviews). The documents were found 

online and in print. 
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3.3 Limitations  

 

The research design and methodology have a number of shortcomings, however. First of 

all, the case study format is in of itself not devoid of limiting factors. Its weakness comes from a 

lack of trust in the credibility of a case study researcher’s procedures. Differently put, the 

procedures may not “seem to protect sufficiently against such biases as a researcher seeming to 

find what she or he had set out to find.” (Yin, 2012, p.6) Additionally, the Broad Front is 

admittedly a relatively new political organization. This means that a number of aspects analyzed 

here remain tentative and could undergo changes with progression of time. However, such 

considerations are inescapable when predictions are concerned. Having said that, the study 

spares no efforts in limiting the impact of chance occurrences on the findings. Moreover, despite 

the relative shortage of historical records, enough evidence has been gathered to carry out an in-

depth analysis. 
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CHAPTER IV 

 

The M-19 Democratic Alliance 

 

4.1 Background 
 
 

The purpose of the following chapter is to put the theoretical framework elaborated on in 

the previous section into a more practical perspective. Additionally, looking at a historical case 

study is meant to provide the necessary context in analyzing country-specific characteristics of 

Colombia and its tradition of left-wing, social movement-based parties. Furthermore, to 

anticipate the results, the discussed case will serve as something of an antithesis for the principle 

theorem of the study. As such, it is expected to present further evidence for the viability of the 

party persistence framework. Indeed, it was the case study that contributed to the choice of 

variables at the outset of the investigation. 

Formed in November of 1989, the M-19 Democratic Alliance Party (Alianza Democratica M-19, 

or simply AD/M-19) was active on the Colombian political scene in the first half of the 1990s 

decade. It was the end product of a process of demobilization of a guerrilla movement called 

19th of April Movement. Technically speaking, the newly formed party didn’t adopt the official 

name until a merger with a host of popular movements and organizations loosely associated 

under the label United Colombia Democratic Movement (Movimiento Democratico Colombia 

Unida) in early 1990. According to Fals Borda (1992), United Colombia was a relatively large 

grouping at the time the union was formalized, consisting of some 120 different social 

organizations. Subsequently, the M-19 absorbed various dissolved leftist guerrillas such as the 

People’s Liberation Army (Ejército Popular de Liberación), the indigenous group Quintín Lame, 

and the Revolutionary Workers’ Party (Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores), shortly 

after the three groups concluded their peace accords with the government in 1991 (Arnson, 

1993). Further support for the party came from fractions of other left-wing parties, including the 

then nearly defunct Patriotic Union (Unión Patriótica) as well as lesser known Frente Popular 

and Socialismo Democratico. All in all, the AD/M-19 quickly became a broad center-leftist 

alliance of a nationwide outreach and steadily increasing membership.  
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4.2 Platform 

 

The leaders of the party firmly rejected Marxist ideology, which had been invariably 

associated with Colombian left until then (especially its armed wing, with the FARC guerrilla 

leading the way). Leaving the combatant past behind, the AD/M-19 presented themselves as “the 

new political alternative”, even adopting a suggestive slogan “More than a Party.” (Villamizar, 

1995, p.571)  

Central to the transformation of the revolutionaries was to embrace democracy as the only “right 

thing” to do. This is not to say that the M-19 guerrilla hadn’t postulated for expanded democracy 

before. In fact, the armed defiance practiced by the guerrillas of this particular movement was a 

direct consequence of the 1970 electoral defeat suffered by Gen. Gustavo Rojas Pinilla, an 

outcome that large share of Colombians believed was fraudulent. It was not a struggle to impose 

communism then, but to “open democratic spaces” (O’Neill, 2005) that inspired the M-19 to 

revert to combat. However, by the late 1980s, it became apparent that the only way to achieve 

the goal was through, now ajar, democratic channels. Among priority discussion points 

negotiated in the demobilization process was “the need for a new political constitution that 

would once and for all [...] create a truly democratic system in Colombia.” (Boudon, 2001, p.76) 

An imminent revision of the dated 1886 Constitution was seen as an essential ingredient for 

peace, and as such it became a core principle on the agenda of the new party. By seeking support 

from the marginalized and the disenfranchised, the AD/M-19 was determined to challenge the 

long-standing two-party stranglehold on Colombian politics. Now more than ever, the prospect 

of succeeding was boosted by declining partisan loyalties and growing dissatisfaction with the 

traditional Liberal and Conservative parties (Arnson, 1993). As clarified by the then leader 

Carlos Pizarro, the party aimed at attracting “the nonconformists” pursuing the opportunity to 

“express [themselves] in Colombia differently than in recent years, free of dogmas, free of 

anchors.” (Beccassino, 1989, p.110).  

The program based on calls for profound constitutional and electoral reforms, allowing for 

widening of democratic spaces, as well as the push for peace referendum, was intended to draw a 

clear distinction between the AD/M-19 and the traditional parties. Such rhetoric soon bore fruits, 

as the party recorded first positive results and gained on popularity, even in spite of Pizarro’s 

politically motivated assassination in April 1990 (HRW, 1991). The first variable of the 
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theoretical framework had tentatively been fulfilled, as the AD/M-19 entered the political scene 

with clearly articulated promise of the participatory linkage provision. The progressive 

realignment caused by almost two decades of the National Front arrangement (based heavily on 

the clientelistic strain of linkage) and its negative effect on popular affiliation with the dominant 

parties greatly contributed to the emergence of alternative political options.  

 

4.3 Rise 

 

As indicated above, the leaders of the leftist alliance knew how to use the existing 

parties’ weaknesses to their own advantage, and their popular discourse coupled with daring 

programmatic propositions paved their way to first electoral gains. By advocating “deepened 

democracy”, the AD/M-19 conveyed the impression that they are adamant to give the Colombian 

society a more immediate access to governance. In theory, the involvement of grassroots 

organizations in the party, as well as its targeted mobilized electorate, meant closer relationship 

between the leadership and its social base (whether understood as the constituents or the voters). 

On the whole, the up-and-coming left-wing party represented a new way of thinking about 

politics and the state-citizen relationship in Colombia. Therefore, it can be argued that it was in 

fact the linkage provision, or at least clear indication thereof, that helped the AD/M-19 burst on 

the political scene and, even more remarkably, secure favorable results in early elections. 

However, the linkage variable cannot confine itself to rhetorical dimensions only, if it is to 

improve the party’s potential to survive in the long-run. As delineated in the theory chapter, if a 

social movement-based party seeks persistence, it will have to reflect the linkage in its 

organizational make-up. 

Initial results for the AD-M19 were fairly positive, reflecting the public support for their 

concerted peace efforts. In the presidential elections of May 1990 they gained 12.5% of the vote, 

and in December 1990, in the election for the National Constitutional Assembly, they polled 

surprising 27.3%. However, the results of this election should be taken with caution, as “it was 

an exceptional poll, untypical of the normal pattern of Colombian elections.” (Duran et al., 2008, 

p.29) Having said that, the leaders of the party played an important role in the deliberations of 

the Assembly, and, indeed, the new constitution reflected many of the positions taken by the 

AD/M19. 
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4.4 Setbacks 

 

However, the process of restructuring of the demobilized guerrilla movement into a 

modern political party turned out burdensome for the new organization. In terms of party 

building, the AD/M19 took little concrete steps, especially with respect to transitioning of the 

former fighters to civilian life. In the first months of the party's existence nearly all decisions 

depended on its leader (Boudon, 2003). 

Pizarro was able to embark on the challenge of negotiations, not only equipped with his 

characteristic political intuition, but also, above all, because of the immense influence he had in 

the ranks of the rebel group, especially in terms of military activity. According to Boudon, “he 

was also the party’s sole surviving ideologue, one who appeared to grasp the immensity of the 

task of building a new political party.” (p.77) Without its most charismatic leader, the rigid 

military structure developed in combat was hardly modernized to fit the standards of a 

progressive political party. To make matters worse, the bonding power of the straightforward 

revolutionary ideology began to weaken, giving way to individualism and self-centered desires 

in the ranks of the new organization. The former guerrillas were ill-prepared to coordinate larger 

movement, and before long “the AD/M-19 came to be an unwieldy collection of groups that 

lacked cohesion.” (Boudon, p.77) 

The new leadership, centered around Pizarro’s successor Antonio Navarro Wolff, failed to react 

and remedy the identity crisis. A capable commander and savvy politician, Navarro lacked the 

personality and charisma of the assassinated party chief. Despite his recognized intellect, the new 

party boss was more of a pragmatist than an ideologue (Tomasseli, 2014). Instead of focusing on 

party building and ideological reinforcement, Navarro chose broadening of the already swelled 

left-wing coalition. This, coupled with his pursuit of immediate electoral gains, inevitably only 

amplified the disintegration of the party. Navarro’s political pragmatism can be seen as early as 

in the nominations of candidates for the Constituent Assembly in late 1990. The list of nominees 

was a conglomerate of diverse characters, not only of different backgrounds but also of disparate 

ideological persuasions (Santos Perez & Ibeas Miguel, 1995). Still at this stage, the coalitional 

appearance turned out beneficial for the AD/M-19 and its allies, as the party polled enough votes 

to designate 19 members for the deliberations in Bogota. The “new political alternative” 

continued to attract more votes. 
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4.5 Debacle 

 

The overt liberality in search for coalition partners became a pattern of Navarro’s tenure 

as the leader of the AD/M-19. Furthermore, the newly established party took part in an 

exhaustive run of five elections between its inception and the end of 1992. The blend of the two 

above factors turned it into what one of the party leaders at the time Camilo Gonzalez Posso 

described as “a movement of candidates.” (Boudon, p.78). The steady fragmentation was further 

fueled by the abandonment of unified candidate lists strategy since 1992. The gross internal 

divisions were best observed in advance of the 1994 elections. The initial expectation within the 

party was that Navarro would prevent the rupture by simply heading the list himself. Once he 

made the decision to reject the congressional election in favor of a presidential bid, “the party 

fragmented, with various individuals heading their own lists instead.” (Grabe, 2000, p.441-442) 

In what was essentially an “utterly disastrous electoral strategy,” the lists multiplied up to 12 

different indices (Taylor, 2009, p. 125). In return, the party obtained no seats (unsurprisingly, 

under a unified list it would have garnered three seats). After the debacle of the 1994 elections, 

the AD/M-19 irreversibly lost all that was left of its support base. The party then continued to 

exist as one of many insignificant micro-parties in the Colombian electoral landscape, until it 

disappeared completely towards the end of the 1990s decade. 

Navarro was admittedly one of the architects of the party’s fall from grace. Although he 

attributed the poor performances to the “fact that, as a new party with few resources, the AD/M-

19 simply could not compete with the traditional parties” (Boudon, p.79), the popular opinion 

suggested that frequent coalitions with unlikely political movements and lack of attention to 

internal structure building stripped the party of its identity (La Prensa, November 2, 1991). As 

seen already in the event of the disastrous 1992 local elections, Navarro disregarded the 

importance of establishing a solid base of support at the local level. Chasing new electoral 

coalitions made the party organization balance further towards a top-down model, with little 

“little structure capable of aggregating and representing different interests.” (Boudon, p.86) 

Somewhat of an exception to the rule was the AD/M-19’s success in the Atlantico Department, 

which saw the party-backed candidate Bernardo Hoyos clinch a mayoral victory in the town of 

Barranquilla (El Tiempo, November 25, 1991). According to Boudon, the department “would be 
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the showcase for the party and would represent a singular success in building a local base of 

support.” (p.80)  

When juxtaposed with poor results in the rest of the country, the case of Barranquilla further 

proves that ignoring the party local commitments and horizontality might be one of Navarro’s 

main regrets. 

 

4.6 Conclusions 

 

To conclude, it is fair to argue that the AD/M-19 owes the loss of its robust political 

capital (which initially amounted to million votes in December 1990) by failing to deliver the 

linkage provisions it once championed. At no point were the slogans calling for increased 

participation and democratization reflected within the party itself. Moreover, even though the 

pragmatic leadership of Antonio Navarro Wolff brought some positive electoral results, it 

eventually turned out hindering to the party’s long-term survival. As a shrewd pragmatic, rather 

than hands-on ideologue, Navarro opted for what Kitschelt describes as “logic of competition”, 

over “logic of constituency representation.” The AD/M-19 elites didn’t foster the expressive role 

the party advocated at the time of emergence. The constituents played marginal role in decision-

making, with majority of strategic moves designed and carried out by the leadership itself. The 

military-like, hierarchical organization of the M-19 guerrilla meant that the party developed 

mainly through centralized “penetration”. However, as mentioned above, the leaders were rarely 

interested in construction of local and intermediate associations at all, which left the party 

without support at the local level (vide elections of 1992). Furthermore, Navarro’s urge to pursue 

ever broader coalitions meant that the organization was no longer immune to opportunists and 

careerist entering its ranks. The party could now include almost anyone and “never there was any 

attempt to stand alone or to attract only those who were ideologically committed to the 

movement.” (Boudon, p.82)  

Paradoxically, the illusion of new linkage provision took an important blow already in 1990, 

when Navarro accepted the invitation from the Liberal party President Cesar Gaviria to take over 

the Health Ministry portfolio (El Tiempo, August 7, 1990). By becoming part of a largely 

unsuccessful government dominated by traditional parties (which e.g. implemented far-reaching 

neoliberal economic reforms and intensified anti-guerrilla military operations), the AD-M19 lost 
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the edge over its competitors. The co-optive behavior of Gaviria’s administration points to the 

validity of Kircheimer’s argument that established parties react to the threat posed by popular 

newcomers by taking over parts of their agenda. However, instead of maintaining its original 

anti-system idiosyncrasies, the AD/M-19 itself looked for coalitions with mainstream political 

options, which in turn cost them their niche as a cohesive opposition movement. 

Despite the fact that the three variables discussed above are almost certainly not the only 

contributing factors, the framework does provide some explanation as to why the AD/M-19 was 

such a short-lived political project. Although he mentions events such as the economic surge 

recorded in Colombia through the mid 1990s (which appeased people to vote for traditional 

parties in power), and consistent violence against leftist politicians and activists by far-right 

rebels, Boudon concludes that the blame for the fiasco of the party “must fall primarily on the 

shoulders of the party itself rather than on some unique combination of external factors.” (p.86) 

In short, the pragmatism of its leadership, the non-participative internal organization, and overall 

failure to realize the kind of expressive function expected by the voters considerably contributed 

to the AD/M-19’s premature dissolution.  

The example of the AD/M-19 proves that there indeed exists space for a social movement-based 

party in the Colombian political landscape. At the same time however, it provides a peculiar anti-

model, which accurately demonstrates the pitfalls awaiting an aspiring new party. Learning the 

historic case study is beneficial, insofar as successors of the AD/M-19 can upgrade their capacity 

to better fulfill the framework.  It is now curious to see if new actors learn from others’ mistakes 

in the past. 
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CHAPTER V 

 

The Broad Front 

 

5.1 Introducing Frente Amplio por la Paz, Democracia y Justicia Social 

 
One of the central tasks ahead of the investigation, which at the same time is its perhaps 

most challenging endeavor, is to elucidate the still obscure party for better, more compact 

definition of its nature as a political entity. Fledgling and diverse as it may seem, the Colombian 

Broad Front displays various unwavering characteristics that offer a coherent image of the 

structure, the make-up and the goals identifying Frente Amplio. The ultimate purpose of this 

process is not to present a timeline or a historical analysis, one based on actions, hitherto efforts 

or feats, but rather to introduce the movement as an idea, within its theoretical and conceptual 

frames. Subsequently, based on the comprehensive outline of the coalition party, an analysis with 

regard to the framework for persistence will be carried out. 

The main source of information on the movement and the starting point for its evaluation are the 

Front's preliminary political program and its ideological manifesto, the two most significant 

official documents published by the political group to date. The rest of information is based on 

additional research, referring to the heretofore undertakings, speeches, interviews with its 

members, campaigns, personal associations and strategic steps taken by the party and its 

representatives between now and its inception in June 2014. This aspect was already elaborated 

on in the methodology chapter. 

 

*** 

 

In a way of verification, and before moving forward, it is important to make explicit the 

status of the Broad Front as a genuine political party. There are a number of different labels used 

in the media with reference to the new organization, including “platform”, “political movement” 

or simply “group.” (El Espectador, 2014; Carver, 2015;) However, the most accurate description 

should perhaps be “coalition party.”  
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According to classic political scholars Sartori (1976) and Pedersen (1982) a party is an 

organization that simply nominates candidates for elections. In other words, any party functions 

by definition as an electoral vehicle, otherwise it would qualify as a pressure group or movement 

instead, or “potential new party”, which is a political group before a decision to present 

candidates at general elections (Hug, 2001, p.15).  

Indeed, Frente Amplio’s desire to seek power is clear-cut and expressed in their program and in 

the decision to nominate candidates for the local elections to be held in autumn 2015. Although 

the exact lists and personalities are yet to be agreed on and announced, various different voices 

have reaffirmed the presence of the Broad Front alliance in the upcoming elections. Therefore, in 

soundness with the theoretical definition, the Broad Front is tentatively deemed an active 

political party in this paper. It remains to be seen how strong the convergence of its sub-

elements, parties and social organizations, will become. As for now, its coalitional character is 

akin to that of the counterpart Frente Amplio of Uruguay, where separate parties maintain their 

autonomy within the consensus based coalition (Pribble, 2014). However, whether the party 

adopts permanent unified structure or not, its nature is comparable to the AD/M-19, or other 

leftist parties in Latin America, which evolved from different social movements and maintained 

their plural format. 

 

5.2 Unity for Peace 

 

Inherent to the emergence of the Broad Front is the concerted leftist support for peace 

negotiations between the Colombian government and the FARC guerrilla movement. The 

democratic left in Colombia has traditionally been divided into antagonizing camps; various 

attempts to formulate a viable political project left of the political spectrum failed over the lack 

of internal unity (Gechem, 2009; Murillo, 2007). When President Santos opted for negotiated 

solution to put an end to the long-lasting conflict with FARC in 2012 (Gomez-Suarez & 

Newman, 2013) the prospect of peace served as a unifying factor.  

As much as the peace accord itself, the left-wing sees the post-conflict as an opportunity to 

redefine Colombia. For the Broad Front, the peace negotiations in Havana constitute “an 

exceptional moment, which could open the way to historical changes.” (Declaracion Politica, 

2015) The scenario under which the fragmented leftist actors come together is not entirely 
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without similarities with the end of the 1980s decade and the success of the negotiations between 

the President Barco government and the M-19 guerrilla. Just as in the case of the AD/M-19, the 

new party is looking to take advantage of the social approval for the end of conflict (ICG, 2012), 

while at the same time further strengthening its demand for more “democracy and social justice”. 

This is to say, the Broad Front advocates the peace process, but understood as a complete 

overhaul of the system, rather than just signing of the accord. For the Broad Front, peace 

“requires changes and social reforms to break with injustice and abusive inequality; a democratic 

opening to recognize new rights and guarantee the existing ones.” (Escritura de Constitución, 

2014) Simply put, peace is for the Broad Front the means to an end, rather than an end in itself. 

According to the party, one way to achieve this is through a new constitutional assembly, which 

would deepen the reforms initiated by the similar process in 1991. Constitutional assembly 

would, as laid out in the party memorandum (2014), once again allow the people of Colombia to 

take part in construction of the state. “We, as a movement, are building a route to reach this goal 

[the assembly]. The road to peace requires a robust and vigorous participation, one that summons 

all political and social sectors in the country,” reads the official text.   

In more pragmatic terms, the Broad Front is compelled to push for profound reforms in order to 

establish itself as a legal opposition and enter electoral arenas in the form of a coalition party. 

The members of the left advocate the implementation of an “opposition status”, which would 

allow political parties to exercise their right to criticize the policies and actions of the 

government, as well as to offer an alternative program (Castro Daza, 2013). At the moment, 

parties in opposition have limited opportunities to use official channels to debate on the 

government decisions (PDBA, 1998). Additionally, smaller leftist parties and movements 

campaign for a change in the current electoral provision technically prohibits alliance parties 

from running in the congressional elections (but not the local elections). If the Broad Front is to 

further develop its unified status, it will require changes to the existing electoral laws. 

Therefore, the appeals for Constitutional Assembly are a recurring theme in the political 

discourse of the Frente Amplio. One of the leaders of the party, Aida Avella expressed her hopes 

for such a possibility, referring to it as “a quintessential political scenario.” (El Tiempo, 2015) 

Clara Lopez of the associated party Polo Democratico Alternativo reaffirmed the agreement 

inside the Broad Front to push for the project that would allow to “include the society.” (RCN 

Radio, 2015)  Just like in 1991, the assembly would become a form of a popular consultation in 
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follow-up to the potential peace treaty signed in Cuba (Frente Amplio del Magdalena Medio, 

2015). Opposition parties expect to be able to participate in the process. 

In recent months, the Broad Front reaffirmed its role as watchdogs of the peace process by 

staunchly promoting the debate over a bilateral ceasefire between the government and the FARC 

(El Espectador, 2015). Paradoxically, the prospects of the new party depend to some extent on 

the success of the talks in Havana under the supervision of President Santos; the situation the 

leftist leaders are aware of. The organized left offered a symbolic vote of confidence for the 

incumbent head of state in the presidential elections in 2014 (El Tiempo, 2014). As a matter of 

fact, their support for Santos and his peace agenda gave a direct impulse behind the convocation 

of the coalition party. Nevertheless, as clarified in the founding act “the backing of Santos should 

not be mistaken for approval of his concept of peace [...] there exist differences that drive the left 

to look for association en route to [...] stable and durable peace.”  

The leaders of the party realize that the Santos’ government is not prepared to follow-up the 

negotiations with major reforms, and it is precisely the vision of post-conflict on which they 

build their platform as opposition. To conclude, the impetus behind the formation of the Broad 

Front is based on two principal commonalities among the left-wing politicians, such as the 

support for the peace process, and the consensus on the implications it should have on the 

country (Florez, 2014). Democratic left has arguably not been in such strong agreement over the 

vision of Colombia since the last demobilization process (the one which fostered the emergence 

of the AD/M-19), and in that sense, peace is interpreted as a political opportunity par excellence. 

 

5.3 Hallmarks 

 

In the following section a closer look at different groups involved is taken, with the 

objective to generate common features, best applicable to the Broad Front as a unit. First clear 

thread running through party’s official declarations is the notion of compromise across 

disciplines and backgrounds. The coalition party emphasizes the numerous elements which it 

encompasses, underscoring its diverse nature, reaching far beyond the notion of a political party. 

The roots of the Broad Front are found among organizations and movements of political, social, 

environmental, cultural and ethnic background, both on the local and national levels. The 

common denominator is their “leftist, independent and progressive” persuasion (Escritura de 
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Constitución, 2014). The “spirit” of unitarianism and pluralism binds together the vast amalgam 

of options “on the left”, which share the common political goal to modernize the country through 

profound democratic reforms. 

Among the organizations listed under participants of the project are: Movimiento Colombianas y 

Colombianos por la Paz, ConPaz, Presentes por el Socialismo, FECODE, USO, Polo Al Sur, 

Alberta Frente, Congreso de los Pueblos, Poder Ciudadano, Vamos por los Derechos, ANAFRO, 

ONIC, MAIS, CAJAR, Clamor Social por la Paz, Partido Comunista Colombiano, Unión 

Patriótica, Marcha Patriótica, Progresistas, Fuerza Común and sectors of Alianza Verde. Later 

additions to the movement include among others: ANZORC, sectors of Polo Democratico 

Alternativo, Congreso de los Pueblos, etc. (Escritura de Constitución, 2014). 

 

a. Political Organizers 

 

First easily discernible bloc in the ranks of the Colombian Broad Front are political parties. As 

one would expect parties are considered the driving force behind the project, and they offer to 

the coalition their leadership, organization and experience as per se political entities. Parties 

associated with the Broad Front can be grouped in two categories: those which are integral 

members of the coalition party, and those which have shown their support and hinted at co-

operation in the 2015 local elections (Polo IV Congreso). The latter category includes sectors of 

Alianza Verde and Polo Democratico Alternativo, the two most prominent left-wing parties in 

Colombia today. It is important to note that although they have not been officially included in the 

Broad Front, their representatives are important spokespeople of the project and continue to 

identify with the concept of unified leftist front in future elections. 

The other category are small parties and movements, which lost their official status due to not 

fulfilling certain legal requirements. Following the Political Reform of 2003, any party that fails 

to amass at least 3% of the vote to the Senate or of the electoral quotient to its circumscription to 

the House of Representatives, is deemed legally dead (Duran, 2006). In other words, without 

obtaining the said 3% or more votes, a party loses its de jure political status and government 

fundings (Leon, 2013). Such legislations have traditionally been a significant stumbling block for 

smaller parties in Colombia.  
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This is not to say the parties cease to exist de facto once they fail to reach the threshold. 

Notwithstanding, they need to seek the official status in other ways, such as by allying 

themselves with other parties on unified lists. This is also why, besides ideological 

considerations, the Broad Front can be interpreted as a strategic tool for many small parties in 

Colombia. While individually parties such as the Colombian Communist Party, Marcha 

Patriotica or the Union Patriotica are unlikely to acquire state recognition left to their own 

devices, the definition of a political party as an “electoral vehicle” suggests that they become one 

by participating in elections through the platform offered by the Broad Front.  

In majority of cases, save the AV and the PDA, the membership of the parties integrated into the 

Broad Front can be considered as ideologically committed and politically experienced, but 

hardly “professional”, technocratic or institutionalized, in the similar manner as members of 

more traditional parties in the country. The moderate scale and informal arrangement of the 

parties suggests their organic structure. In that sense, the line between the more disciplined, 

hierarchical organization particular to political parties, and horizontal, deliberative nature of 

social movements is blurred here.  

Different in some respects, the party statutes cover similar political goals and organizational 

principles, echoed within the consensual program of the Broad Front itself. The participating 

organizations identify themselves as “popular movements of democratic convergence,” (UP) and 

parties “of civic, plural, multicultural and multi-ethnic character,” (Polo) “representing citizens 

across differences and diversity.” (AV) Direct representation of the multifarious society through 

an increasingly democratized system is very much the core purpose shared across the spectrum.  

Appeals for peaceful resolution to the conflict, more citizen participation in the governance, anti-

corruption, empowerment of marginalized social groups, guarantees of human rights, etc. all 

return in one form or another throughout the programs of the parties associated (Estatutos UP, 

2013; Estatutos AV, 2013; Estatutos Polo, 2012).   

In terms of structure, all relevant parties articulate similar concerns for: heightened presence at 

the local level, stimulated participation on all stages of the decision making process, clear 

channels of communication between the leadership and the activists inside the party, popular 

elections for crucial posts in the organization, instruments of deliberation over agenda issues, 

intra-party accountability and transparency mechanisms, as well as other means of strengthening 
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democratic structure of the party (Estatutos UP, 2013; Estatutos AV, 2013; Estatutos Polo, 

2012). 

 

b. Social Base 

 

The Marcha Patriotica is one of Colombia’s most active umbrella organizations integrating 

approximately 2,000 smaller leftist movements. Officially founded in 2012, Marcha Patriotica 

coalesces a loose network of social, political, labor, peasant and agrarian organizations from 

around the country, with the underlying aim to “create spaces for political encounter of various 

leftist groups”. Considering the diversity of the movements incorporated, the organization lays 

emphasis on “deliberative and constructive” decision-making as legitimate practice of popular 

representation (Declaracion Politica MP, 2012). As such, it helps to glue together traditionally 

fragmented and dislocated Colombian social movements (Pheifer, 2014). It could be argued that 

the relatively steady expansion of the consensus driven Marcha Patriotica inspired the rise of the 

Broad Front, as a form of strictly political extension of the movement, upgraded and supported 

by a number of new constituents. Although the organization carries traces of a political party-like 

structure (e.g. discernible leadership, led by the controversial former Liberal Party politician 

Piedad Cordoba, among other figures with past in politics), it adamantly insists on its bottom-up, 

grassroots-based approach to politics.  

As one of the architects of the Broad Front, the Marcha Patriotica leaders are determined to 

continue the bottom up organization within the larger project. The movement is an epitome of 

the recent trend to expand the involvement of the left-leaning civil society in the peace process 

and Colombian politics at large (Zambrano & Gomez, 2013). As the main non-political unit of 

the Broad Front, it best expresses the coalition party’s attunement with the social movement-

based political party model. Additionally, Marcha Patriotica made the pivotal push for Frente 

Amplio’s participation in the upcoming regional elections (La Silla Vacia, 2014), which can be 

interpreted as an official moment of transformation from a social movement to a political party. 

According to the leaders “peace will take place in the regions [and] local power will be 

fundamental” (Comite Nacional de Impulso al Frente Amplio, 2014) for initiating the desired 

changes in post-conflict Colombia. The movement champions profound agrarian reforms and 

boasts with links to farmer organizations (such as ANZORC, ACVC, CONAP, etc.) and rural 
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communities of Colombia. The presence in localities across the country constitutes, according to 

the leaders, an important political capital ahead of the elections (Florez, 2014). 

 

*** 

 

The plural and popular arrangement of the Broad Front becomes ever more clear when 

studying the rest of the organizations enrolled in its ranks. Represented here is a number of 

entities rooted in particular issues of limited scope – which can be described as “single-issue” 

organizations. Aside from more universal slogans, the interests advocated by these groups can be 

wide-ranging, linked merely by the common ideological denominator. The organizations include: 

indigenous movements (such as La Organización Nacional Indígena de Colombia, ONIC, and its 

local affiliations); afro-colombian movements (Autoridades Nacionales Afro-Colombianas, 

ANAFRO, and its local affiliations); teachers' and students' unions (Federación Colombiana de 

Trabajadores de la Educación, FECODE); farmers/peasant leagues (e.g. above-mentioned 

ANZORC); organizations promoting sexual diversity (or the LGTB society), gender equality, 

and animal rights; labor unions and workers leagues (Central Unitaria de Trabajadores de 

Colombia, CUT), as well as urban organizations, cultural institutions, regional and neighborhood 

communities, environmental groups, etc. (Escritura de Constitución, 2014).  

In more theoretical terms, the diverse collection of social organizations is bound by their 

common advocacy of the so-called “new issues”. Depending on the context, new issues can be 

anything from environmental, gender and sexuality, cultural identity issues, social welfare rights, 

to immigration and minority issues etc. In other words, any social problems that are not 

addressed by the power structures. It has been commonly inferred that the very emergence of 

new parties is related to “social heterogeneity, social or value change in a country, and the rise of 

new issues inadequately represented by established parties.” (Sikk, 2012, p.3) Thus, the 

increased mobilization of the social movements stems from the sense of frustration over the 

ruling class’s consistent repudiation of the problems arising in the heterogenous Colombian 

society (Sandoval Rojas, 2013). The emergence of the new agenda, discussed more extensively 

in the introduction section (Merkl, 1988), is well reflected by the manifold alternative 

organizations taking part in the Broad Front. Mentions of diversity, plurality, multiculturalism 
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that characterized the political party statutes discussed above imply that the organizations at the 

base of the new formation are expected to have a significant input in the functioning of the party. 

 

c.  Broad Front as a Unit 

 

It is important now to underscore that the Broad Front is more just a sum of its elements. 

This is to say that even though the party is still at the early stages of development, it has already 

drawn up its distinct political program. It is fair to say, then, that the founders have made an 

attempt at meeting the first condition for a new party, as proposed by Lucardie (2000), which 

assumes articulating of a “clear and convincing political project which addresses social problems 

considered urgent by a significant number of voters.” (p.176) On later stages, these social 

problems have to be translated into political issues with “real political solutions”. In reality, the 

latter part of the process can be lengthy, and the Broad Front is yet to formulate its strategies in 

more detail. However, the research provides enough evidence to outline some of the political 

solutions favored by the party. 

In order to summarize this section, a synthesis of the program and political manifesto of the 

Broad Front is presented below. The character of the Broad Front is democratic, participative, 

plural and unitary. It respects internal deliberations and structural dynamics of the parties, 

movements and organizations that form it. The long-term end is to convert into a power 

contender, by uniting various left-wing groupings in one vigorous bloc. The main two goals set 

out by the party are: support peace accords promoting social justice, and strengthening of 

democracy. With regard to the former, the Broad Front insists on immediate bilateral ceasefire in 

order to prevent further harm to civilian population. It vows to campaign for the popular 

referendum to seal a potential peace deal. Furthermore, the Broad Front pursues the convocation 

of the Constitutional Assembly in order to allow the civil society to partake in the processes of 

implementation of the negotiated peace. Moreover, it calls for opening of analogical formal 

peace talks with the remaining guerrillas the ELN and the EPL. 

In terms of advancements to democracy, the Broad Front seeks legislation granting a “status of 

opposition”, which would guarantee opposition parties unrestricted access to engage in the 

political debate with the government. What is more, it appeals for changes in electoral laws, 

including provisions allowing party coalitions to run in congressional elections. In broader terms, 
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the party declares to have as objectives reformation of the current democratic arrangements to 

foster participation of minor political parties and social movements in governance.  

The immediate strategy is to set out a comprehensive political campaign ahead of the local 

elections planned for October 2015. The Broad Front calls for increased social mobilization, by 

means of communication and advertising, as well as through events, such as demonstrations, 

marches and protests. Additionally, the party aims at fostering its presence in the regions, by 

setting up subsidiary departmental branches of the front, and by touring the country with 

message of peace and democratic opening. Over the long haul, the Broad Front hopes to garner 

experience and grow in stature so that it presents a strong alternative for the presidential 

elections in 2018 (Escritura de Constitución, 2014; FAP del Magdalena Medio, 2015; 

Declaración Política, 2015). 
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CHAPTER VI 

 

Framework Analysis 

 

Having shed more light on the nature of the Broad Front, it is now time to discuss it 

through the lens of the party persistence framework. As elaborated in the theory section, the first 

factor to foster party emergence and sustainability is the linkage offering. To recapture, if a new 

social movement-based party is to improve its possibility of persistence, it has to exploit the 

existing parties’ weakness by providing the participatory linkage previously missing from the 

political scene. The analysis of the first variable in the framework has to be divided into two sub-

sections: its external and internal aspects.  

 

6.1 Linkage 

 

a. Existing Parties’ Weakness 

 

First of all, the limitations of the existing parties in Colombia have to be discussed. Are 

major Colombian parties failing to retain social support? It is, of course, a very intricate question, 

worthy of a separate in-depth research. At the risk of oversimplification, it is argued that some 

clear symptoms of weak social “rooting” of existing political parties can be observed in 

Colombia. There is a number of different reasons behind such situation including: ideological 

ambiguity, loss of credibility caused by widespread corruption1 (TI, 2014), well-documented 

relationships between criminal organizations and politics2 (ICG, 2011), and continuous lack of 

representation of citizens' interests3 (AQ, 2014), etc. (Duran, 2014) This relates to the traditional 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 The NGO ranks Colombia 94th out of 175 countries/territories on the Corruption Perceptions Index. According to 
the report, a staggering 80% of Colombians view their government as corrupt. 
 
2 Report: “Deeply entrenched connections between criminal and political actors are a major obstacle to conflict 
resolution in Colombia. Illegal armed groups seek to consolidate and expand their holds over local governments in 
the October 2011 governorship, mayoral, departmental assembly and municipal council elections.” 

3 According to the Americas Quarterly report Colombia is still lagging behind when it comes to civil participation, 
government responsiveness and human rights. 
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parties: the Liberals and the Conservatives, as well as other major parties founded in the past two 

decades (e.g. the government coalition party La U or the main opposition party Centro 

Democratico). The deterioration of the linkage between parties and the society is reflected in 

consistently low voting turnouts (IDEA, 2014) and abysmal levels of public trust in democratic 

institutions4 (Ipsos, 2014). Proportionately to the mistrust towards the major parties, the social 

mobilization has been increasing in the past years in Colombia. Only in 2013 was a year with 

most cases of protest, strikes and demonstrations since 1975 (Cinep, 2013). Given the parties 

have traditionally been central players in Colombian political development, it is hardly surprising 

that when it comes to identifying Colombia’s numerous woes, the parties have been among the 

main culprits. According to Taylor (2009), the parties “have rightfully been criticized for being 

overly oriented towards the interest of the elite class, as well as having been interested more in 

particularistic activities (i.e. feeding clientele networks) than in working on behalf of serious 

programmatic solutions” (p.67) to the country’s worst problems.  

 

b. Linkage provision 

 

This sub-section will make an attempt at answering if the Broad Front is well suited to 

offer the kind of linkage existing parties failed to provide. Looking at the mere origins of the 

Broad Front, it becomes clear that the very raison d’etre of the party lays in widespread 

dissatisfaction of the left-wing sectors with major parties and their means of practicing politics. 

As a social movement-based political project, the Broad Front builds its official political creed 

on the pretense from civil society to participate in governance. As such, the party makes it its 

priority to manifest interests and will of citizens, and inject them into politics at large. In fact, 

redefinition of the way politics are made in Colombia lays at the foundation of the party. The 

Broad Front is looking to develop “a true political reform to democratize the Colombian political 

system and give guarantees of participation for alternative political and social movements to 

participate on various stages of the decision-making process.” (Declaracion Politica) 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  The number of people declaring lack of political affiliation rose from 32% in May 2014 to 38% towards the end of 
the year. 
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Furthermore, the group attracts the kind of members most dissatisfied with previously existing 

forms of linkage. As presented above, the organizations that comprise the Broad Front mirror the 

marginalized social clusters advocating both the new issues and old problems inadequately 

represented by established parties. Beyond their comprehensive rejection of elitist politics, the 

party can count on broadly interpreted “leftist” and “democratic” activists, who had virtually 

never experienced a government representing their interests in Colombia. Considering its 

unyielding ideological character, the Broad Front is also well positioned to offer the 

programmatic linkage, described by Roberts (2002), which is based on consistent ideologies and 

policy commitments. This ideological consistency, kept in check by the aggregate of social 

movements at the base, also suggests that the Broad Front is capable of maintaining the linkage. 

Likewise, the sheer ideological disparity between the traditional actors and the proposal of the 

left-wing party significantly reduces the risk of cooptation. Further evidence of the Broad Front’s 

adeptness to provide the participatory linkage can be seen when analyzing the two other 

variables in the framework for persistence. 

 

6.2 Internal organization 

 

Party structure can improve linkage capacity, while at the same time contribute to party 

persistence (Lawson, 1988). The horizontal and inclusive mode of party building promoted by 

the Broad Front suggests an emphasis on logic of constituency representation, rather than logic 

of competition. That is to say, the organization of the party aspires to exercise the expressive 

function, a principle that is not compromised for electoral purposes. Describing the relationship 

between the party and the social movements integrated in the Broad Front, brings to mind 

Roberts’ organic model (1998). Indeed, the division between the party and its constituent 

organizations are obscured and the party continues to resemble more of a movement than an 

apparatus for electoral contestation. The Broad Front remains involved in social struggle outside 

the sphere of institutional politics (also because it is not yet a part of it) through organizing and 

supporting different forms of popular mobilization. Moreover, it provides the encapsulating 

linkage as it offers its activists modes of participation beyond voting (e.g. through deliberations 

on the party's program, electing candidates or even becoming candidates themselves, as well as 

by holding elected representatives responsible to the party program) (Roberts, 2002).  
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In theory, the top priority assigned to nurturing of the democratic structure of the Broad Front 

fosters conflict resolution, helps maintain internal unity and propels more participation 

(Hoffmeister & Grabow, 2011, p.52). Collective decision-making addressed by the party 

program additionally lessens the risk of harmful choices by individuals in charge. Being based 

on already established social groups, and preserving their ideological adherence guarantee steady 

support for the party from loyal followers. Through the ties to external social groups, the party is 

likely to have access to more resources, which would in turn make it more immune to crisis 

(Bolleyer, 2013). Additionally, the horizontal, local-oriented mechanisms of party development, 

described by Eliassen and Svaasand (1975) as territorial diffusion, further contribute to forging 

of steadfast support. The Broad Front has evolved from its local sub-elements and retains interest 

in autonomous micro-fronts in the regions. That way, it secures far greater outreach than in a 

heavily centralized organization. Following Lucardie (2001), such mode of development could 

be vital before the decision is made to enter national elections. Finally, the Broad Front relies on 

membership stemming from civil society, which implies it is less likely to be infiltrated by 

opportunists, whose loyalty depends on electoral success. Additionally, former social movement 

activists integrated in the ranks of the party possess the necessary experience of working within 

an organization. This know-how is crucial in overcoming periods of organizational vulnerability, 

which can enhance the potential of persistence of the Broad Front. 

 

6.3 Leadership 

 

In the final section of the analysis, the leadership of the Broad Front is discussed with reference 

to the framework for persistence. Although not an entirely unambiguous category yet, the 

leadership of the Broad Front becomes more tangible when examining the separate political 

parties forming the core of the coalition, as well as by following the official events it endorses5. 

As concluded in the theory chapter, as far as sustainability is concerned, the ideal leaders for a 

newly emerged social movement-based party are those of ideological type (with some 

charismatic elements).  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  Among the recurring names reported in the context of the Broad Front leadership are Piedad Cordoba (Marcha 
Patriotica), Aida Avella (Patriotic Union), Ivan Cepeda & Clara Lopez (Polo), Angela Maria Robledo (Alianza 
Verde). 
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In their discourse, ideological and charismatic leadership make use of grand visions – of past and 

future respectively – to inspire the followers. The founders of the Broad Front indeed operate 

with such visionary rhetoric, especially that of future “change”, “peace”, “justice and equality,”, 

as opposed to present and past, “overshadowed by war, injustice and divisions.” (Declaración 

Política, 2015) Additionally, the leadership uses an emotionally evocative message of values and 

standards (“democratic”, “peaceful”, “plural” to name but a few) essential in building of a just 

society (Mumford et al., 2007). What’s more, the leaders strive for the development of a nucleus 

of devoted followers (in this case the ideologically motivated social activists) who are ready to 

make significant commitments to the cause. If, as discussed above, the loyalty of these activists 

is essential to persistence, then the leadership has to safeguard the binding identity with frequent 

references to the ideological objectives and by avoiding co-optation. Differently put, political 

pragmatism has to be kept to minimum, if not at all avoided, should persistence be the goal 

(Boudon, 2001). In fact, the Broad Front leaders are hardly pragmatic. Although interested in 

elections, they reaffirm of their dedication to “working at the base” (El Tiempo, 2015), of not 

entering heterodox alliances, and general ideological continuity. Considering the consistency of 

message and actions, in spite of history of violence and threats thereof against the majority of the 

left-wing politicians involved with the Broad Front (El Tiempo, 2015b), the leadership of the 

party shows few signs of per se political pragmatism. Furthermore, they are openly long-term 

oriented (“creation of a political alternative for the 2018 presidential elections”) and committed 

to investments (or “introverted” after Rose and Mackie) in their party’s institutionalization. This, 

according to Bolleyer, is “an investment that often only pays off in the medium and long term” 

(p.65). The repeatedly declared dedication to party-building (El Universal, 2015) is also in tune 

with Kitschelt’s vision of ideological leadership. The ideologues, just like the Broad Front 

leaders, are interested in a comprehensive social change, which can only be achieved through 

long term presence on the political stage. All in all, party organization, rather than immediate 

electoral gains, is the main concern for the Broad Front leaders. This means they are more likely 

to strive for fulfillment of the missing linkage, while at the same time improving their potential 

to persist. 
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CHAPTER VI 

 

Conclusions 

 

In sum, the Broad Front for Peace, Democracy and Social Justice has the potential to 

persist as a political project. According to the analysis, the coalition party satisfies all three 

conditions described by the variables in the framework for persistence. The Broad Front presents 

itself as a meaningful alternative by offering a participatory linkage the major Colombian 

parties’ consistently fail to provide. As a party based on a wide range of social movements, the 

Broad Front lays emphasis on society’s increased involvement in governance. Indeed, the party 

readily demonstrates its commitment to linkage provision by fostering internal organization 

based on the logic of constituency representation. The headlining political principles are 

translated into a horizontal democratic structure allowing for open and deliberative mode of 

decision-making. The consistency of ideas and internal organization suggest the leadership is of 

ideological variety. Thus, it is by definition interested in party-building rather than immediate 

electoral gains, and it insists on maintaining solid social base in the regions. Furthermore, it 

avoids political pragmatism in delivering palliative solutions, and is aiming at comprehensive 

social change instead.  

As a consequence, the Broad Front could in theory count on long-term loyalty of its activist, 

access to resources and votes from the social groups it represents, and progressively more 

efficient organizational apparatus. What is more, it can rely on experienced and enthusiastic 

membership to aid day-to-day management of the project. Finally, it is in possession of 

democratic means of internal conflict resolution and negotiation, which can reduce the risk of 

ruptures and divisions within the party. All of the above should in principle contribute to party 

long-term persistence. 

In that sense, it seems that left-wing politicians in Colombia have learned on the mistakes by 

similar initiatives in the past. Juxtaposed with the AD/M-19 party from the 1990s, the Broad 

Front leaders show more dedication to linkage provision and more awareness of political 

sustainability. Unlike its predecessor, the Broad Front is run by ideologues who seem aware of 

the importance of party-building before engaging in full-fledged electoral competition. In 

contrast to the AD/M-19, it also highlights its lack of interest in pragmatic heterodox alliances, 
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which minimizes the possibility of co-optation from major parties. Lastly, the new coalition 

party succeeds where the earlier counterpart failed by installing a vigorous umbrella organization 

to aid it consolidate numerous social groups in its ranks. 

However, it is fair to argue that the likelihood of the Broad Front’s persistence depends on a 

number of other factors. Indeed, the framework for persistence holds no universal recipe to party 

survival. Its structure is designed to fit the particular case study of social movement-based 

political parties, and it might find less relevance when used for other types of organizations. 

Likewise, it aims at shedding more light into the early stages of development. Hence, it focuses 

on such factors that can be observed and analyzed without the need of historical perspective. By 

its very nature, it is a framework most suitable for making projections and for future-oriented 

research. Variables that could potentially influence party persistence, and that were not included 

in the framework, include anything from electoral rules and financial matters to significant 

global events. Notwithstanding, it was important to limit the analysis to those factors that were 

dependent on the party itself and, as such, not subject to sheer serendipity. Additionally, the 

motivation in adopting this specific model was that the variables in it were coherent and logically 

flowed from one another. In that sense, the framework is a valuable, even if admittedly 

imperfect, tool of assessing the likelihood of new social movement-based party persistence. 

In the particular Colombian context there, too, exists a number of other factors which could 

potentially rule upon the fate of the Broad Front. First of all, it remains to be seen if the coalition 

consolidates, or retains its loose shape. The question remains about the ultimate membership 

composition. An issue that cannot be overlooked is the role of the Polo Democratico Alternativo 

as a potential partner or even the leader of the Broad Front. Whereas, the inclusion of Polo would 

likely boost the chances of the coalition, a rivalry on the left can be crippling for the Broad Front. 

 Unfortunately, at this point, any discussion on the possibility of the Polo actively integrating in 

the alliance are rather speculative.  

Another major factor to play a role in the party persistence is the peace process. The negotiations 

in Havana are delicate and far from conclusion. Should Santos and the FARC fail to sign the 

agreements, the Broad Front might be stripped of one of the flagships of its campaign. 

Conversely, if the accords go through, the leaders of the left will inevitably face a difficult 

challenge to accommodate the demobilized guerrilla commanders, who are interested in entering 

politics.  
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Finally, the Broad Front faces legal constraints, which limit its capacity to run in elections as a 

coalition. However, this could be an example of a “blessing in disguise”. No strenuous electoral 

activity at the beginning of its political road can lead the leaders to focus on local party- and 

unity-building. If the Broad Front does well in the local elections and, most importantly, persists, 

it could become a major driving force behind a common leftist candidate in presidential elections 

in 2018. A potential success in the presidential bid could mark the beginning of a radical change 

in Colombian politics. 
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